PCM 2 Pediatric Shadowing Reflection Paper

Requirement:
Second year students who participated in the Pediatric Shadow experience are expected to turn in to submit in the online portfolio a brief (equivalent 1-2 pages, double spaced) reflection of their individual experience by April 3, 2007. Drs. Koller or Boyle will review each submission.

Students who opted out by completing a summary of their prior Pediatric experience before August 8, 2006, do not have to complete this paper.

Some of the questions you may consider reflecting on in the paper include but are not limited to:

Personal Development Questions:
1. Whom did you encounter in this activity? What did you learn from this person or about this person? (Pediatrician, child or family member)
2. What surprised you?
3. What touched you?
4. What inspired you?
5. What part of this encounter came easily to you? What not so easily?

This is not a research paper. You are not expected to find sources or references. You are expected to reflect on your thoughts around actual patient encounters and to write those down.

We highly recommend this paper be written and completed within two weeks after your Peds Experience when your thoughts are fresh and experiences are still meaningful.